Single gene defects in mice: the role of voltage-dependent calcium channels in absence models.
Nineteen genes encoding alpha1, beta, gamma, or alpha2delta voltage-dependent calcium channel subunits have been identified to date. Recent studies have found that three of these genes are mutated in mice with generalised cortical spike-wave discharges (models of human absence epilepsy), emphasising the importance of calcium channels in regulating the expression of this inherited seizure phenotype. The tottering (tg) locus encodes the calcium channel alpha1 subunit gene Cacna1a, lethargic (lh) encodes the beta subunit gene Cacnb4, and stargazer (stg) encodes the gamma subunit gene Cacng2. These calcium channel mutants should provide important insights into the basic mechanisms of neuronal synchronisation, and the genes may be considered candidates for involvement in similar human disorders. The mutant models offer an important opportunity to elucidate the molecular, developmental, and physiological mechanisms underlying one subtype of absence epilepsy. Since calcium channels are involved in numerous cellular functions, including proliferation and differentiation, membrane excitability, neurite outgrowth and synaptogenesis, signal transduction, and gene expression, their role in generating the absence epilepsy phenotype may be complex. A comparative analysis of channel function and neural excitability patterns in tottering, lethargic, and stargazer brain should be useful in identifying the common elements of calcium channel involvement in these absence models.